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Abstract

A sharpening vector median (VM) filter for simultaneous denoising and enhancing vector-valued signals is introduced.

This filter uses the trimmed aggregated distance minimization concept and robust vector order statistics to enhance edges

and image details while retaining the noise removal characteristics of the standard VM operator. The procedure

accommodates various design, implementation and application objectives by enhancing the vector-valued signals

depending on the local image statistics and/or the user’s needs. The filter properties discussed in this paper are proven and

suggest that the proposed solution is a robust vector processing operator. The performance and efficiency of the filter are

analyzed and commented upon. Examples from its application to color image filtering and virtual restoration of artworks

are provided.

r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Processing color images is a non-trivial extension
of gray-scale operations due to the multichannel
nature of color images [1]. Since natural red-green-
blue (RGB) images usually exhibit significant
spectral correlation modern color image processing
solutions use vector algebra and vector fields to
process color pixels as vectors. In this way, they
offer a better match to the true color image
characteristics compared to the earlier component-
wise or scalar operators which process each color
e front matter r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
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channel separately, thus introducing color shifts and
artifacts [1,2].

The majority of vector processing solutions
proposed in the last two decades follow more or
less the rationale behind the popular vector median
(VM) filter [3]. The VM filter has been considered
the golden standard of performance in color image
processing due to its simplicity, robustness and
excellent impulsive noise suppression ability. It is
well-known that the output of the VM filter is the
image vector which minimizes the aggregated
Euclidean (L2 norm) or absolute (L1 norm) distance
to other vectors inside the filter window. To reduce
the number of operations needed for its implemen-
tation, fast VM filtering algorithms were introduced
[3,4]. VM variants which take into consideration the
.
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properties of color spaces were also proposed [5].
Further to that, a number of attempts, for example
those in [6–8], were made recently to improve the
edge-preserving ability of the VM filter whereas a
VM-like filter capable of suppressing additive
Gaussian noise as well as mixed noise was
introduced in [9]. A detailed overview of vector
filters can be found in [10].

However, to the best authors’ knowledge, none of
the known vector filtering solutions is capable of
sharpening the edges present in the image and/or
enhancing the image details. Images are often
blurred as a result of filtering. To reduce these
effects, we will introduce a unique vector processing
operator, called hereafter a sharpening VM filter,
which naturally enhances edges in vector-valued
signals while still holding robust noise removal
ability of the VM filter. The proposed sharpening
VM filter is presented in Section 2. Motivation and
design characteristics are discussed in detail and the
filter is analyzed with respect to their properties and
parameters used. Section 3 presents simulation
results on the noise removal and edge enhancement
of both the standard and proposed here sharpening
VM filters. An application to color image filtering
and virtual restoration of artworks is shown and the
filters are tested using a variety of noise corrupted
test images as well as real images of fine arts. The
computational complexity of the sharpening VM
filter is analyzed in Section 4. Conclusions are
offered in Section 5.

2. Sharpening VM filters

Consider a K1 � K2 RGB image x : Z2! Z3

representing a two-dimensional (2D) array of three-
component vectors xðr;sÞ ¼ ½xðr;sÞ1;xðr;sÞ2;xðr;sÞ3�

T oc-
cupying the spatial location ðr; sÞ, with the row and
column indices r ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;K1 and s ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;K2,
respectively. In the color pixel xðr;sÞ the xðr;sÞk value
signifies the R (k ¼ 1), G (k ¼ 2), and B (k ¼ 3)
component.

Natural images are non-stationary due to the
presence of edges and fine details as well as the noise
and blur introduced during the image formation [1].
To isolate small image regions, each of which can be
treated as stationary, and reduce processing errors
by operating in such a localized area of the input
image, the sharpening VM filter uses a supporting
window Cðr;sÞ ¼ fxði;jÞ; ði; jÞ 2 zg. The window slides
over the entire image x and the procedure replaces
the vector xðr;sÞ located at the center ðr; sÞ of the area
of support z, e.g. z ¼ fðrþ f; sþ jÞ;�1pfp
1;�1pjp1g for a 3� 3 window, with the output
yðr;sÞ ¼ f ðCðr;sÞÞ of a filter function f ð�Þ operating
over the samples populating Cðr;sÞ. Repeating the
procedure for r ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;K1 and s ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;K2

produces color pixels yðr;sÞ of the K1 � K2 enhanced
image y.

The output of the sharpening VM filter is the
vector xðg;hÞ 2 Cðr;sÞ which minimizes the trimmed
aggregated distance to other vectors inside the filter
window:

yðr;sÞ ¼ argmin
xðg;hÞ

Xa
m¼1

d
g;h
ðmÞ, (1)

where the sharpening parameter a, with 1papjzj
and jzj denoting window size, is defined as follows:

a ¼ max a� subject to
X1pa�pjzj

m¼1

d
g;h
ðmÞpd

g;h
ðjzjÞ. (2)

The term d
g;h
ðmÞ 2 fd

g;h
i;j ; ði; jÞ 2 zg:

d
g;h
ð1Þpd

g;h
ð2Þp � � �pd

g;h
ðaÞp � � �pd

g;h
ðjzjÞ (3)

is the mth largest member from the set of Euclidean

distances d
g;h
i;j ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP3
k¼1ðxði;jÞk � xðg;hÞkÞ

2
q

between

the vectors xði;jÞ and xðg;hÞ. The lowest (i.e. m ¼ 1)
rank in (3) always corresponds to d

g;h
ð1Þ ¼ 0 as d

g;h
i;j ¼

0 for ðg; hÞ ¼ ði; jÞ. Other ranks, i.e. m ¼ 2; 3; . . . ; jzj,
indicate the similarity, in a metric sense, between the
vector under consideration xðg;hÞ 2 Cðr;sÞ and its
neighbors xði;jÞ 2 Cðr;sÞ, for ðg; hÞaði; jÞ.

The output of the proposed filter is by construc-
tion one of the input vectors residing inside Cðr;sÞ.
This is done in order to guarantee local image
feature preservation. The minimization concept in
(1) demonstrates the noise removal ability of the
sharpening VM filter, as the vectors deviating
from their neighbors usually denote the outliers
whereas the vector minimizing the aggregated
distances is the most representative member of
Cðr;sÞ and ensures the proper normalization of the
image data [1]. If the minimum value of

Pa
m¼1 d

g;h
ðmÞ is

attained by more than one vector including xðr;sÞ,
then the output is defined as yðr;sÞ ¼ xðr;sÞ in order to
avoid processing errors since xðr;sÞ occupies the
window center.

The objective function
Pa

m¼1 d
g;h
ðmÞ in (1) allows

for signal-detail preservation and edge sharpening,
since trimming the aggregated distance excludes
outlying vectors, with respect to the vector under
consideration, xðg;hÞ. Low ranks in (3) identify
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Table 1

Demonstration of simultaneous noise smoothing and edge enhancement

Sample 200 115 71 113 185 70 112 110 70

a Trimmed aggregated absolute differences Output

9 754 299 411 293 649 416 292 294 416 112

8 624 214 282 206 534 286 204 204 286 112

7 494 144 168 134 419 171 131 129 171 110

6 365 99 124 91 305 126 89 89 126 112

5 275 54 82 48 230 83 47 49 83 112

4 187 10 41 6 157 41 6 10 41 113

3 100 5 2 3 85 1 3 5 1 70

2 15 2 1 1 15 0 1 2 0 70

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 185

Fig. 1. Visual interpretation of Table1: (left) noisy input set,

(middle) noise smoothing using 4pap9, (right) noise smoothing

and edge enhancement using a ¼ 2 or a ¼ 3.
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vectors which are similar to xðg;hÞ. Such vectors
usually reside on the same side of an image edge.
If ðg; hÞ and ðr; sÞ correspond to the same side
of a true image edge, the proposed filter preserves
the desired structural content. If ðg; hÞ and ðr; sÞ
correspond to different sides of a true image
edge, the proposed filter enhances edges and fine
details by outputting the vector which mini-
mizes

Pa
m¼1 d

g;h
ðmÞ, for ðg; hÞ 2 z. Thus, the sharpening

VM filter with the proper value of a can simulta-
neously perform noise smoothing and edge en-
hancement.

The concept behind (1) can be used in the
derivation of gray-scale image operators. This can
be done by replacing the Euclidean distance to
the absolute differences d

g;h
i;j ¼ jxði;jÞ � xðg;hÞj between

the scalar samples xði;jÞ and xðg;hÞ. Table 1 provides
the trimmed absolute differences and corresponding
results obtained for the scalar set Cðr;sÞ ¼
f200; 115; 71; 113; 185; 70; 112; 110; 70g spanned by
a 3� 3 window. The set contains two outliers (i.e.
200 and 185) and a vertical edge comprised of three
pixels (i.e. 70, 71 and 70). As it can be seen in Table
1 and Fig. 1, only the use of a ¼ 3 or a ¼ 2 leads to
simultaneous noise removal and edge enhancement,
as this setting results in the replacement of the
outlying central sample xðr;sÞ ¼ 185 with the edge
pixel yðr;sÞ ¼ 70. Using 4pap9 in the considered
scenario corresponds to the noise removal opera-
tion, whereas a ¼ 1 keeps the window center
unchanged.

By tuning the parameter a in (1), different design,
implementation and application objectives can be
readily addressed. For example, since a ¼ jzj
corresponds to the use of the complete Euclidean
distance set fdg;h

i;j ; ði; jÞ 2 zg in the minimization
criterion, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as follows:

yðr;sÞ ¼ argmin
xðg;hÞ

X
ði;jÞ2z

d
g;h
i;j (4)

which is the definition of the VM filter. Therefore,
for a ¼ jzj cost-effective implementations can use
directly (4) instead of (1) to avoid ordering the
distances fdg;h

i;j ; ði; jÞ 2 zg associated with xðg;hÞ.
For a ¼ 1, all the trimmed aggregated distancesPa
m¼1 d

g;h
ðmÞ, for ðg; hÞ 2 z, reduce to d

g;h
ð1Þ ¼ 0 or

d
g;h
i;j ¼ 0, suggesting that there is no better candidate

xðg;hÞ with ðg; hÞaðr; sÞ to estimate the vector located
at the window center ðr; sÞ than the vector xðr;sÞ itself.
Thus, (1) with a ¼ 1 is equivalent to the identity
operation yðr;sÞ ¼ xðr;sÞ.

For jzj4a41, the filter in (1) performs simulta-
neously noise smoothing and edge sharpening. In
both flat and edge areas, if d

g;h
ðmÞ is large for lower

ranks 1ompðjzj þ 1Þ=2, then the vector under
consideration xðg;hÞ represents an outlier in Cðr;sÞ
and will not be passed to the output due to the large
value of the objective function

Pa
m¼1 d

g;h
ðmÞ. However,

in most cases large d
g;h
ðmÞ values obtained in flat areas

occupy higher ranks in (3), thus identifying the
corresponding neighboring vectors xði;jÞ as outliers.
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Fig. 2. Enhancement of cDNA microarray images and gray-scale images: (a) input images; (b) a ¼ 9; (c) a ¼ 8; (d) a ¼ 6; (e) a ¼ 4; (f)

a ¼ 2.
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In high-frequency areas (edges, fine details), higher
ranks in (3) usually correspond to outliers or vectors
from other side of an edge. Therefore, the amount
of enhancement (see Fig. 2) increases with a reduced
a value, as the procedure eliminates more outliers
and vectors from the other side of an image edge
and minimizes the trimmed aggregated distancePa

m¼1 d
g;h
ðmÞ between vectors that are located at the

same side of an edge as the vector under considera-
tion xðg;hÞ, as seen in Table 1.

Since excessive enhancement can result in the so-
called edge jitter whereas insufficient enhance-
ment can blur edges and remove fine details, selecting
a as suggested in (2) forces (1) to follow the local
image statistics and perform enhancement adap-
tively, thus producing visually pleasing images. Such
an adaptive solution is suitable for automated
imaging systems and applications such as enhance-
ment of television images, aerial and satellite images,
and medical images, where the user interaction
to control the image quality is undesired or even
prohibited due to the real-time processing constraints
and/or amount of data to be processed. However, in
applications such as virtual restoration of artworks
or old photographs and movies, the user is
allowed to set the parameter a or re-apply (1) to
the same image x until the specific quality criteria are
met. Therefore, it is of paramount importance that
the choice of a does not restrict the noise removal
ability of the filter. Following standard practice,
it will be shown that the filter is capable of removing
impulsive noise for 1oapjzj, by proving that
the impulse response of the sharpening VM filter is
zero.

Similarly to the standard VM filter the proposed
filter can operate using 1D, 2D, or even 3D windows
(e.g. in spatiotemporal color video processing). For
the sake of simplicity let us consider a set of vectors
fxði;jÞ; ði; jÞ 2 zg with z ¼ fðr; sþ zÞ;�bpzpbg denot-
ing locations inside a 1D window. In this set, the
center vector xðr;sÞ ¼ v, i.e. for z ¼ 0, denotes an

impulse v ¼ ½v1; v2; v3�
T with magnitude kvk2 ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP3

k¼1ðvkÞ
2

q
whereas all the remaining vectors

xðr;sþzÞ ¼ 0 for �bpzo0 and 0ozpb are zero
vectors with 0 ¼ ½0; 0; 0�T. Thus, an arbitrary vector
xðg;hÞ is associated with the distances d

g;h
ðmÞ 2 fd

g;h
i;j ; g ¼

i;�bpjpb;�bphpbg from (3) whose values are
expressed as follows:

d
g;h
ðmÞ ¼

0 for mpjzj � 1 if has;

0 for m ¼ 1 if h ¼ s;

kvk2 otherwise:

8><
>:

(5)
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Fig. 3. Minimization of the trimmed aggregated distances in the

proposed filter: (a) a ¼ 5; (b) a ¼ 4; (c) a ¼ 3; (d) a ¼ 2.
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The corresponding trimmed aggregated distances

Xa
m¼1

d
g;h
ðmÞ ¼

0 for a ¼ 1;

0 for aojzj if has;

kvk2 for a ¼ jzj if has;

ða� 1Þkvk2 for a41 if h ¼ s;

8>>>><
>>>>:

(6)

suggest that the impulse response of the sharpening
VM filter is zero, as for a41 the filter always
replaces xðr;sÞ ¼ v with 0 by outputting a vector
which minimizes

Pa
m¼1d

g;h
ðmÞ in (6).

In some applications, such as television image
enhancement, an impulse can have varying length if
it is comprised of identical or very close outlying
vectors. The scenario can be modelled using a
vector-valued signal fxði;jÞ; ði; jÞ 2 zg with the area of
support z ¼ fðr; sþ zÞ;�bpzpbg, a length b im-
pulse xðr;sþzÞ ¼ v for 0pzob (note that b ¼ ðjzj �
1Þ=2 here) and the desired zero vectors xðr;sþzÞ ¼ 0 at
all the remaining locations, i.e. for �bpzo0 and
z ¼ b. The above implies the following:

d
g;h
ðmÞ ¼

0 for mpbþ 1 if s� bpho0

or h ¼ sþ b;

0 for mpb if sphosþ b;

kvk2 otherwise;

8>>>><
>>>>:

(7)

Xa
m¼1

d
g;h
ðmÞ ¼

0 for apbþ 1 if s� b

pho0 or h ¼ sþ b;

0 for apb if sphosþ b;

ða� b� 1Þkvk2 for a4bþ 1 if s� b

pho0 or h ¼ sþ b;

ða� bÞkvk2 for a4b if sphosþ b:

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

(8)

Eq. (8) suggests that for a4b the filter in (1)
removes length b impulses since the aggregated
distances corresponding to s� bpho0 and h ¼

sþ b are smaller than those obtained for
sphosþ b.

In practice, Cðr;sÞ often contains outliers which
vary significantly from each other as well as from
the noise-free vectors in Cðr;sÞ. In this case, trimming
the aggregated distances significantly reduces the
value of the objective function corresponding to
noise-free samples compared to the values corre-
sponding to the outliers. Thus, minimizing the
objective function in (1) identifies noise-free vectors
as the filter output. Fig. 3 shows the concept for the
set of five input vectors (i.e. jzj ¼ 5). The set consists
of two outliers including the window center xðr;sÞ and
the filter replaces xðr;sÞ with noise-free vector for any
value of a ranged by 1oapjzj, however, only a ¼ 2
and a ¼ 3 enforce edge enhancement.

The above example suggests that the sharpening
VM filter has a break-down point greater than that
of the VM filter. Consider thatCðr;sÞ consists of jzj �
b very close noise-free vectors and boðjzj þ 1Þ=2
outliers varying in their values. Also consider that
the vectors in Cðr;sÞ are centered in the vector space
around xði;jÞ which is an outlier minimizing the
objective function in (4). In this case, the output of
the VM filter is an outlier whereas the output of the
sharpening VM filter is certainly a noise-free vector
if 1oapjzj � b. Based on the previous analysis in
(8), similar conclusion can be also reached for Cðr;sÞ
with bXðjzj þ 1Þ=2 identical outliers v and jzj � b

desired zero vectors including xðr;sÞ ¼ 0. In this case,
the output of the VM filter is an outlier whereas the
sharpening VM filter produces the desired vector if
aob.

In addition to noise removal the new filter can
preserve edges and fine details. It will be shown that
the sharpening VM filter possesses root signals [6]
meaning that some signal features are invariant to
filtering by (1). Knowing the root signals of a given
filter allows for the elimination of extensive
calculations in order to design fast filtering algo-
rithms. Note that any input signal is always
invariant to filtering by the sharpening VM filter
with a ¼ 1, as this setting passes xðr;sÞ to the filter
output unchanged. Furthermore, it was proven in
[3] that the VM filter (special case in (1) with a ¼ jzj)
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has root signals. Therefore, it will suffice to show
the existence of root signals for the sharpening VM
filter when 1oaojzj.

The response of (1) to any input signal is uniquely
defined with the output yðr;sÞ 2 Cðr;sÞ. Therefore, the
root signal xðr;sÞ ¼ f aðCðr;sÞÞ can be obtained by
filtering repeatedly with a sharpening VM operator
f að�Þ any finite-length signal. Given the extreme
complexity of characterizing the roots in multi-
channel data sets [3] and due to the localized nature
of color image features, we restrict the analysis to
basic signal structures [6], such as multichannel
constant regions, step edges, and impulses.

A multichannel constant region, which is a
neighborhood formed by at least ðjzj � 1Þ=2 iden-
tical image vectors, is a root of (1) with 1papjzj if
xðr;sÞ is one of these identical vectors. This observa-
tion results from the fact that xðr;sÞ is one of the

vectors which minimize
Pa

m¼1d
g;h
ðmÞ for any a.

Similarly, a multichannel step edge, which is a
multichannel constant region CK of K vectors
followed by another multichannel constant region
Cjzj�K of jzj � K vectors, is a root of the sharpening
VM filter. If xðr;sÞ 2 CK and K4jzj � K , then xðr;sÞ
minimizes the criterion in (1) for 1papjzj. If xðr;sÞ 2
CK and Kojzj � K , then xðr;sÞ minimizes (1) for
1papK , as seen from (8).

A multichannel impulse, which is an image vector
xðr;sÞ significantly deviating from surrounding multi-
channel constant region(s) in Cðr;sÞ, is not a root of
sharpening VM filters if a41, and therefore it will
be removed by the filtering operation. This observa-
tion follows the previous analysis in (5) and (6).

Finally, it should be noted that similarly to the
VM filter, the sharpening VM filter is invariant to
rotation, scale, and bias. The sharpening VM filter
operates on the ordered set of Euclidean distances
d

g;h
ðmÞ 2 fd

g;h
i;j ¼ kxðg;hÞ � xði;jÞk2; ðg; hÞ 2 zg. Since a ro-

tation of the coordinate system does not affect the
Euclidean norm of a vector, the filter proposed in
(1) is rotation invariant. Moreover, since altering
the vectors xð�;�Þ to pxð�;�Þ þ c via a scalar constant p
Fig. 4. Test color images: (a) 512� 512 Parrots; (b) 512� 512 Fruit. R
and a vector constant c ¼ ½c1; c2; c3�
T scales the

trimmed aggregated distances to p
Pa

m¼1 d
g;h
ðmÞ, as

kðpxðg;hÞ þ cÞ � ðpxði;jÞ þ cÞk2 ¼ pkxðg;hÞ � xði;jÞk2, the
sharpening VM filter is also invariant to scale and
bias, i.e. it poses the following property:

f aðfpxði;jÞ þ c; ði; jÞ 2 zgÞ ¼ pf aðfxði;jÞ; ði; jÞ 2 zgÞ þ c,

(9)

where f að�Þ is a filter function.

3. Performance analysis

The performance of the proposed filter is
examined using a variety of test color images and
real artwork images. Examples are shown in Fig. 4.
These images vary in color appearance and in the
complexity of the structural content indicated
through different density and orientation of edges,
fine details and lines.

3.1. Experimentation using test color images

Figs. 5 and 6 depict the results cropped in areas of
significant structural content. These results corre-
spond to the suppression of synthetic noise, namely
10% impulsive noise and mixed noise (additive
Gaussian noise with s ¼ 20 followed by 5%
impulsive noise), respectively. The reader can find
the corresponding noise models in [10]. This
scenario allows for visual (subjective) comparisons
of the original images with the noisy and filtered
(output) images in order to evaluate noise removal
and edge-enhancement capabilities of the proposed
filter.

As can be seen, the sharpening VM filter
suppresses impulsive and mixed noise as much as
the VM filter when the same supporting window
(standard 3� 3) is used. The results obtained via the
proposed filter using a fixed parameter a 2 f7; 5; 3g,
as well as those obtained using an a adaptively
determined via (2), suggest that the sharpening VM
filter is capable of removing noise and impairments
eal-life images: (c) 400� 400 Flowers; (d) 400� 400 Milkmaid.
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Fig. 5. Filtering of 10% impulsive noise demonstrated for cropped 42� 60 areas: (a) original images; (b) noisy images; (c) VM filter

output; (d–g) sharpening VM filter output with (d) a ¼ 7; (e) a ¼ 5; (f) a ¼ 3; (g) a by (2).

R. Lukac et al. / Signal Processing 87 (2007) 2085–2099 2091
in color images. Careful examination of the filtered
results in Figs. 5(c) and 6(c) reveals that the VM
filter blurs edges and removes fine details during
filtering. This is not the case of the sharpening VM
filter (see Figs. 5(d–g) and 6(d–g)) which enhances
edges regardless their density, orientation, length
and width. Such performance characteristics can be
seen, for example, for diagonal and horizontal edges
in the parrot heads and for high contrast edges of
various orientation in the fruit image. Maintaining
the sharpness of the edges is as important as
removing the image noise, because edges provide
an indication of the shape of the objects in the
image. Therefore, it is of paramount importance
that the proposed filter not only removes noise and
preserves the color/structural content, but also
enhances edges and image details.

The presence of the original test images suggests
that the filters under consideration can be evaluated
objectively. In this work, we use the mean absolute
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Fig. 6. Filtering of mixed noise (additive Gaussian noise with s ¼ 20 followed by 5% impulsive noise) demonstrated for cropped 42� 60

areas: (a) original images; (b) noisy images; (c) VM filter output; (d–g) sharpening VM filter output with (d) a ¼ 7; (e) a ¼ 5; (f) a ¼ 3; (g) a
by (2).

R. Lukac et al. / Signal Processing 87 (2007) 2085–20992092
error (MAE), the mean square error (MSE), and the
normalized color difference (NCD) criterion which
are widely used in the image processing community
to evaluate, respectively, signal-detail preservation,
noise suppression, and color distortion. The reader
can find the corresponding definitions in [10]. In the
experiment, impulsive noise with the corruption
probability ranged from 0% to 70% was used to
simulate noise corruption. Fig. 7 summarizes the
results obtained by processing the noisy versions of
the original images. Inspection of the plots reveals
that for low noise probabilities (less than 20%) the
VM filter produced better results than the proposed
solution. This is due to the fact that edges enhanced
using the proposed filter are interpreted by the
employed criteria as the error (deviation from the
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original structural content). Increasing the amount
of noise in the image reduces the desired structural
information needed to guide the sharpening process.
Therefore, for higher noise corruption probabilities
(more than 20%), the proposed filter usually
performs modest sharpening and achieves trade-
off between noise suppression and edge enhance-
ment, thus clearly outperforming the VM filter in
terms of all objective criteria. To demonstrate the
superiority of the proposed solution over the VM
filter, Fig. 8 shows the results obtained by filtering
the test images which were blurred by a 3� 3 mean
filter prior to the introduction of impulsive noise. In
this case, edge enhancement produced by the
proposed solution should be understood as the
attempt to restore the original structural content
from the noisy blurred image. Inspection of the
plots suggests that if images are affected by blur,
then the proposed solution outperforms the VM
filter regardless the amount of impulsive noise
present in the image. This confirms that the
proposed solution enhances edges and fine details
while suppressing noise present in the image.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows the root signals of the
considered filters. The proposed filter produces
higher visual quality of the roots than the VM
filter. As the values listed in the figure caption
indicate, the proposed filter has faster convergence
to the root signals, suggesting its signal-detail
preserving ability.

3.2. Experimentation using real artwork images

Fig. 10 shows the results obtained by processing
digitized artwork images. Real images shown in
Fig. 10(a) were used as the input. These images are
corrupted by real, non-synthetic noise with char-
acteristics and statistical properties qualitatively
different from the noise properties assumed in the
previous experiment. Since original images are
unavailable, only visual comparisons were per-
formed. Visual inspection of the results reveals that
also in this case the VM-filtered images (Fig. 10(b))
suffer from the reduced sharpness whereas the
proposed filter exhibits an excellent balance bet-
ween noise suppression and edge enhancement
(Fig. 10(c)). Unlike the VM filter, the proposed
filter greatly enhances edges of various orientation
and width and produces visually pleasing images.

To confirm or disprove the authors’ opinion on
the filtering performance, a number of observers
evaluated the quality of the restored artwork images
shown in Fig. 10 with respect to the image sharpness
and preserved edges, and the presence of residual
noise. The choice of these criteria follows the well-
known fact that a good filtering method should
maintain or even enhance the structural content
(edges, fine details) while it removes image noise.
Original images and filtered outputs shown in
Fig. 10 were viewed simultaneously under identical
viewing conditions on the same LCD screen by 25
observers (21 male, 4 female; age range 22 to 40),
unaware of the specifics of the experiment. Sub-
jective evaluation was performed in a controlled
room (external light had no influence on image
perception) with gray painted walls using a cali-
brated, high quality displaying device with con-
trolled illumination. One session was organized to
complete the score test by all the observers who
evaluated the restored image quality by picking the
score from the following range: excellent (5), very
good (4), good (3), fair (2), poor (1). Table 2
summarizes the subjective evaluation results. Ac-
cording to the average score, the images obtained
using the sharpening VM filter were considered
significantly better compared to results obtained
using the standard VM filter. However, as the
corresponding standard deviation values indicate,
the observers were more unified in the evaluation of
the images restored using the standard VM filter.
This suggests that the evaluation of filtered images is
rather difficult and very subjective task.
3.3. Discussion

In summary, as the filter analysis indicated, the
amount of edge enhancement seen in Figs. 5, 6 and
10 increased by reducing value of a closer to a ¼ 2
(maximum enhancement) ranging filtering opera-
tions in (1) from refined (a ¼ 8; 7), trough modest
(a ¼ 6; 5; 4) to extensive (a ¼ 2; 3) image enhance-
ment. The above setting can be used to assist the
user enhancing the images if the manual setting of
a is required in the sharpening process based on the
3� 3 supporting window. If the manual adjustment
of a is not allowed due to the application constraints
or is difficult, for example, due to the change of the
processing window and/or the lack of prior knowl-
edge about the processing solution, then the
adaptive setting of a using (2) is recommended. It
was demonstrated in Figs. 5–10 that the proposed
adaptive VM sharpener can achieve the desired
performance.
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However, the above results do not demonstrate
whether the proposed adaptive filter can successfully
be used in conjunction with different supporting
windows or to process spatiotemporal vector-
valued signals. For instance, the spatiotemporal
nature of color video or color image sequences
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Fig. 10. Cropped 190� 160 parts of real-life images: (a) input images; (b) VM filter output; (c) sharpening VM filter output with a by (2).

Fig. 9. Root signals obtained using some of the images shown in Fig. 5(a). The roots corresponding to: (a,e) VM filter; (b,f) sharpening

VM filter with a ¼ 7; (c,g) sharpening VM filter with a ¼ 5, and (d,h) sharpening VM filter with a ¼ 3 were obtained by the iteration no.:

(a) 29; (b) 19; (c) 14; (d) 4; (e) 37; (f) 14; (g) 12; (h) 4.

Table 2

Subjective evaluation of restored artwork images shown in Fig.

10 by twenty five observers

Method Standard

VM

Sharpening

VM

Image Flowers Milkmaid Flowers Milkmaid

Average score 2.94 2.88 3.58 3.08

Standard

deviation

0.49 0.58 0.57 0.89
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suggests possible use of various temporal, spatial,
and spatiotemporal supporting windows in the
proposed framework. Such windows include a 3�
3� 3 cube spatiotemporal window with z ¼ fðrþ
f; sþ j; tþ yÞ; �1pfp1;�1pjp1;�1pyp1g,
an 11-point spatiotemporal window with z ¼
fðr; s; t � 1Þ; ðrþ f; sþ j; tÞ; ðr; s; tþ 1Þ; � 1pfp1;
�1pjp1g, a 3� 3 square spatial window with
z ¼ fðrþ f; sþ j; tÞ;�1pfp1;�1pjp1g, and a
3-point temporal window with z ¼ fðr; s; t� 1Þ;
ðr; s; tÞ; ðr; s; tþ 1Þg. In the above notation, r and s
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Fig. 11. Test color video filtering: (a) 240� 300 original 3rd frame; (b–k) cropped 140� 140 parts corresponding to (b) original third

frame; (c) frame blurred first by a 3� 3 mean filter and then corrupted with 20% impulsive noise; (d–g) VM filter output; (h–k) sharpening

VM filter output with a by (2). The results were obtained using: (d,h) 3� 3� 3 cube spatiotemporal window; (e,i) 11-point spatiotemporal

window; (f,j) 3� 3 square spatial window, (g,k) 3-point temporal window.

Table 3

Objective evaluation of the color video filtering performance

Filter Standard VM Sharpening VM

Window/criterion MAE MSE NCD MAE MSE NCD

3� 3� 3 spatiotemporal 4.50 56.2 0.064 4.32 52.4 0.061

11-point spatiotemporal 4.11 48.7 0.053 3.94 42.6 0.048

3� 3 square spatial 4.39 65.1 0.055 4.17 56.9 0.050

3-point temporal 8.991 630.1 0.124 8.81 721.6 0.120
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indicate the spatial location whereas t indicates the
temporal location (frame index). Fig. 11 and Table 3
summarize the results obtained using the two filters
(VM filter and adaptive sharpening VM filter) and
four windows under consideration. Both filters
produced the best color video filtering results
using the 11-point spatiotemporal window. The
results also suggest that for sufficiently large
windows (consisting of five and more pixels), the
proposed filter usually achieves the desired perfor-
mance and outperforms the VM filter, both objec-
tively and subjectively.
4. Computational complexity analysis

Apart from the numerical behavior (actual
performance) of any algorithm, its computational
complexity is a realistic measure of its practicality
and usefulness. Therefore, the VM filter and the
sharpening VM filter are analyzed here in terms of
normalized operations, such as additions (ADDs),
subtractions (SUBs), multiplications (MULTs),
square roots (SQRTs), and comparisons (COMPs).

Each one of the Euclidean distances d
g;h
i;j requires

two ADDs, three SUBs, three MULTs and one
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Table 4

The number of elementary operations for a complete processing cycle corresponding to a 3� 3 window

Filter/operation ADDs SUBs MULTs SQRTs COMPs

Eq. (4) 135 108 108 36 8

Eq. (1) with a ¼ 2 72 108 108 36 71

Eq. (1) with a ¼ 3 81 108 108 36 125

Eq. (1) with a ¼ 4 90 108 108 36 170

Eq. (1) with a ¼ 5 99 108 108 36 206

Eq. (1) with a ¼ 6 135 135 108 36 170

Eq. (1) with a ¼ 7 135 126 108 36 125

Eq. (1) with a ¼ 8 135 117 108 36 71
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SQRT for its evaluation. The number of unique d
g;h
i;j

calculations in the area of support z is equal to
OE ¼

Pjzj�1
m¼1 m. Calculating the aggregated dis-

tances in (4) requires additional jzjðjzj � 2Þ ADDs
whereas the determination of the vector associated
with the minimum aggregated distance requires
jzj � 1 COMPs. Thus, the total number of opera-
tions needed to calculate the output of the VM filter
in (4) is: ½2OE þ jzjðjzj � 2Þ� ADDs + ½3OE� SUBs
+ ½3OE� MULTs + ½OE� SQRTs + ½jzj � 1�
COMPs.

Determining the output in (1) increases the number
of COMPs by additional OT ¼ jzj

Pjzj�2
m¼jzj�a m opera-

tions while reducing the number of ADDs to ða� 2Þjzj
due to the trimmed aggregation. Thus, the cost of the
sharpening VM filter in (1) with a41 is: ½2OE þ

jzjða� 2Þ� ADDs+ ½3OE� SUBs+ ½3OE�MULTs+
½OE� SQRTs + ½OT þ jzj � 1� COMPs. Alternatively,
the objective function values in (1) can be calculated by
subtracting jzj � a largest members of (3) from the
aggregated distances in (4) to reduce the number of
complex ordering operations for large a. Therefore,
the cost of (1) for 1oaojzj can be also expressed as
follows: ½2OE þ jzjðjzj � 2Þ� ADDs + ½3OE þ

jzjðjzj � aÞ� SUBs + ½3OE� MULTs + ½OE� SQRTs

+ ½OC þ jzj � 1� COMPs, where OC ¼ jzj
Pjzj�2

m¼a�1 m.

Table 4 summarizes the total number of opera-
tions for standard 3� 3 window. Since the sharpen-
ing VM filter generalizes the VM filter and also
provides additional functionality (i.e., edge en-
hancement), it was expected that the overall cost
of the proposed filter exceeds the cost of the
standard VM filter.

The execution of the color image filtering tools,
on an Intel Pentium IV 3.00GHz CPU, 2.00GB
RAM box with Windows XP operating system and
MATLAB 7.0 programming environment, took (on
average) 10.647 and 15.578 s per 512� 512 image
employing the VM filter and the sharpening VM
filter with a obtained using (2), respectively. Note
that the software implementations have not been
optimized and that the development of a fast
algorithm of the proposed filter is beyond the scope
of this work.
5. Conclusion

The sharpening vector median (VM) filter was
introduced. Unlike previously proposed vector
filters, the new filter can simultaneously perform
noise smoothing and edge enhancement by trim-
ming the aggregated distances used in the con-
strained minimization criterion employed by the
operator. The new filter was shown to exhibit
essential filtering properties, including root signals,
zero impulse response, and invariancy to rotation,
scale and bias. An application to filtering of color
images was shown and the sharpening VM filter was
successfully tested using well-known color images
and video with synthetic noise as well as digitized
artwork images with real noise.
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